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ABOUT THE CONSULTANTS
Dartlet, Inc. is a reputation management consultancy recently founded by Our Story Project
consultants, Scott Ochander and Tyler Borders, who are industry leaders in perception strategy
and management. After delivering enterprise-level transformation together for the past decade, Scott and Tyler
incorporated as Dartlet, and unified their larger network of top talent. Dartlet aims to be the preeminent consultancy
for reputation strategy in the nation—maintaining boutique size in order to deliver the highly specialized methodology
implemented for the Our Story Project.
Scott Ochander pioneered a consensus-building reputation management model in sectors where stakeholders
matter, like government, universities, and non-profits. Now he’s bringing transformation to companies and industries
of all shapes and sizes. As an active Vice President at a university, Scott is regarded as one of the foremost experts
in brand strategy implementation in the higher education space. Few people have had the opportunity to build
and launch their own brand development program in multiple higher education institutions, while simultaneously
consulting for external universities to demonstrate the same success.
Tyler Borders is responsible for inventing original and industry-leading methodology in brand strategy and
personification—quickly gaining traction as one of the most potent research models in the industry. A former agency
Creative Director in Los Angeles and in Washington state, entrepreneur and founder of five of his own startups,
Tyler has transformed dozens of brands nationwide with his unique workshop- and research-based philosophy
and approach. A born creative-talent, Tyler’s system is purpose-built to translate brand strategy into executable
communication tools. He continues to speak, write, and innovate in the discipline of organizational brand strategy.

ABOUT THE PROJECT
The Our Story Project is an initiative spearheaded by the Northeast Indiana Regional Partnership, and sponsored by
generous donors throughout the region.
Through Vision 2020 and other regional initiatives in recent years, Northeast Indiana has been building momentum,
and now it’s time to focus on how to communicate it. In the Fall of 2014, the region invested hundreds of hours
to shape our story, define who we are, and how we want to be known. The Our Story Project was commissioned
to create a master narrative for the region, which will allow people and organizations to tell a unified story about
Northeast Indiana. Aligning our marketing messages allows organizations to reinforce key themes; establish a strong
reputation for the region; and make Northeast Indiana economically competitive on a global scale.
Our consultants led consensus-driven workshops in all 10 counties, for 433 Northeast Indiana residents.
Additionally, they launched an online version of the workshop for the general public, which gathered 423 more
responses. Their proprietary research methods focus on defining the human personality of the region, and how
to communicate authentically. This document is the culmination of months of collaborative work to discover and
express Northeast Indiana’s master narrative.
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The Northeast Indiana Regional Partnership was formed in 2006 to help build a globally competitive economy in
a 10-county region in Northeast Indiana. It is a public-private partnership focused on generating business leads
and building regional capacity through product development and effective regional collaboration. By partnering
closely with economic development stakeholders at the state, regional and local level, the Partnership is able to pool
resources and serve as a single point of contact to businesses by working as a unified team.
The Partnership operates on the principle that to create business investment in the region, it must not only generate
business leads, but also develop the product that is Northeast Indiana and collaborate with our strategic partners to
better the region.

VISION 2020
Vision 2020 is a regional initiative designed to transform Northeast Indiana into a top global competitor by focusing
on a common mission to develop, attract and retain talent. Together we are changing the story of Northeast Indiana.
We can already feel a swelling pride in our region, and we’re committed to the collaboration necessary to maintain
our momentum.

The Our Story Project
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METHOD
CONSENSUS-DRIVEN
Sometimes more is more. A region’s master narrative isn’t derived from surveys and random samples. Rather, the stories
have to be built by the people who know the place like the back of their hand. We bring a lot of people together, using
a high-volume qualitative method and some maximum variation sampling approaches. Maximum variation sampling is
a method that focuses on finding averages across a demographic by sampling smaller units within a wide geographic
base. In short, conducting 23 workshops in 10 counties goes a long way towards finding the authentic story. We implement
the best available strategies in qualitative research to reach conclusions that can’t be discovered any other way.

PERSONALITY WORKSHOPS
To write a great story, you must define the protagonist—Northeast Indiana. This workshop-driven Personality definition
process is original and transparent, designed for participants to experience the results of any given workshop without being
overly influenced by the data of others. One week of 3-hour qualitative workshops were conducted to answer the primary
question: Who is Northeast Indiana at its best?

MESSAGING WORKSHOPS
In parallel with the Personality work, one more week of 3-hour qualitative workshops and exercises were delivered to
determine core messaging themes for the region—23 workshops in all between the two phases. At least two workshops were
conducted in every county in the Northeast Indiana region. This second phase of messaging workshops focused on deeply
defining and exploring themes and storylines.

ONLINE WORKSHOP
For those in the region who couldn’t participate in an in-person workshop, we developed a custom online qualitative
workshop which allowed hundreds of additional voices to be heard.

www.neindiana.com

PARTICIPATION
We talked to 856 residents of Northeast Indiana to
find out what the authentic personality and voice of

856 Voices
Live Workshops
10 COUNTIES
23 WORKSHOPS
651 PARTICIPANTS (433 UNIQUE)

the region really is. These weren’t 5-minute “check
the box” interactions, either. The Live Workshops
were comprehensive 3-hour sessions consisting
of in-depth dialogue and qualitative conversation.
Conversely, our online workshop is a customdeveloped software tool that goes way beyond
a typical survey. We’re able to deliver the same
frameworks and gather parallel research variables
with the broad-reaching online tool.

So, is 856 participants enough?
Absolutely. We use a high-volume qualitative

Online Workshop

method based in part on maximum variation

10 COUNTIES

storytelling platforms aren’t built using a quantitative

423 PARTICIPANTS

sampling, to gather the depth of insights required
to develop the authentic master narrative. Effective
process, and the 856 regional representatives who
participated in our robust qualitative process gave
us the exhaustive insights needed to build the
region’s Story.

The Our Story Project

So, what’s
Our Story?
To discover it, we listened to
people’s stories firsthand.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The Our Story Project was initiated to deliver one primary goal: Create a unified Voice for the region of Northeast
Indiana—a master narrative. To achieve this end, the consultants implemented their proprietary, consensus-driven
research and strategy model to obtain answers from people across the region; 856 to be exact. This method was
aimed at finding the singular, authentic human personality for the region. When you know who you are, you gain
clarity for how you talk. Correspondingly, lead messaging themes were uncovered to understand what this human
being says, and what storylines it finds most important. Derived from these fundamental insights is a Voice, or
tangible copywriting that all promoters of the region can use to communicate in one accord. The entirety of this
document provides data and details for these in-depth recommendations, while this Executive Summary captures
the most essential outcomes.

OUTLINE
Conclusions
Personality
Platform
Voice
Strategic Application
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Conclusions

CREATING A MASTER NARRATIVE
FOR NORTHEAST INDIANA
To achieve the goal of a unified master narrative for the region, 23 workshops
were conducted across all ten counties, in additional to the implementation of
an online workshop tool. All participation was open to the entire population of
Northeast Indiana and ultimately involved the input of 856 citizens. The qualitative
structure of the 3-hour workshops and 20-minute online workshop tool gathered
enormous volumes of insights, stories, and viewpoints from individuals and
groups across the region. To capture and share this input, the Our Story mobile
trailer was put into use as a method of sharing the workshop findings on-site with
participants throughout the process.

SUMMARY
CONCLUSION #1: The region knows who it is regardless of where you live.
The overall viewpoint of the region’s personality and identity is highly consistent
regardless of the county or city from which the participants resided. In fact, the
comparative results of each individual county as well as the Fort Wayne metro
area were highly correlated and consistent with the other cities and counties of
the Northeast Indiana region.
CONCLUSION #2: The region knows who it’s not.
The results from participants across the workshops were highly correlated when
workshop participants where asked to identify the elements that were particularly
contrary to the region’s personality.

www.neindiana.com

Conclusions
CONCLUSION #3: The region wants to be bigger, bolder, and more assertive.
Uniformly, the participants expressed the desire for the region to be more
collaborative, progressive, and to take bigger risks—shedding some of the
perceived “stale” aspects of being conservative and traditional, while retaining a
strong sense of foundational values and heritage.
CONCLUSION #4: Societal change is needed for a lasting legacy.
The debate and discussion across the region during the workshops pointed
consistently to the need for the region to improve on the concept of inclusiveness.
This is critical in order to bring more people together, attract new talent, and
inspire the growth required to leave a legacy for future generations.
CONCLUSION #5:  The region has a compelling cause.
Northeast Indiana exists beyond lakes, farms, and Fort Wayne. Workshop
participants thought deeply, discussed intently, and are demanding more
out of their “why” or reason for existence as a region. While concepts like
“opportunities” and “growth” were expected, “unleashing genuine strength”
emerged as a Cause everyone in the region can rally behind.
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Personality

ARCHETYPE
Workshop participants were asked to identify an Archetype, or social stereotype for the region.
Primary Archetype: CONTENDER
Participants were given a series of decision-making exercises relating to the key question of regional character.
Utilizing the fundamental assumption that Northeast Indiana was an actual person in the room, participants identified
the region’s character as the “Contender.” The “Contender” is a courageous and determined personality, driven
by challenging top competitors while maintaining a small business mentality. The “Contender” delivers surprising
strength for someone not always considered the pack leader and values tenacity, perseverance and roots.
Accent Archetype: NEIGHBOR
Workshop participants also identified the
“Neighbor” character with some regularity.
The “Neighbor” is certainly part of the region’s
personality and is characterized by being
especially friendly and welcoming. The region’s
easy-going and hospitable spirit and down-toearth charm makes it irresistibly approachable.
Expect a warm smile and big-hearted show of
support and compassion when you encounter
Northeast Indiana. In a world that seems to
have written off the Golden Rule, the region
most certainly has not, and the optimistic and
neighborly attitude is contagious.

The Our Story Project

Personality
MODE OF ATTRACTION
Participants were asked to identify the most accurate Mode of Attraction that the region uses to attract other people.
There were 12 potential Modes to choose from.
Primary Mode: FOLLOW ME (Dedicated | Transformative | Purposeful)
Regions that attract with this mode are intensely mission-driven, focused on carrying out meaningful change with
great dedication and often against adversity. Those who attract this way typically don’t ask to be followed; rather,
they set an example through behavior that’s worthy of following.
Secondary Mode: RELY ON ME
(Virtuous | Selfless | Loving)
Regions that attract with this mode are
marked by compassion, with a strong
outward-focus that causes them to
take care of others. Perhaps the most
morally-centered of the other modes,
these brands are decidedly upright
and loving, and others follow such
selflessness with great trust.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Personality

TRAITS
Workshop participants selected and negotiated personality traits for the Northeast Indiana region, prioritizing through
a series of filtering steps. Ultimately, five personality veins emerged which provide definition of character, and correlate
directly with the Archetype results. The veins represent core aspects of personality portrayed by the region.
The five personality veins are:

1. WARM & WELCOMING
2. GROUNDED & SECURE
3. TENACIOUS & STRONG
4. INGENIOUS & ADAPTIVE
5. AMBITIOUS AND INSPIRING
The Personality Strategy Result
Regional stakeholders now have a
clear sense of the unified character
of the region. This clarity of human
personality will now shape tone of
voice and storytelling in a powerful
way, enabling the region to stand
out in a crowd and be perceived in
an accurate and unified fashion.

www.neindiana.com

Platform
THE REGION’S MASTER STORYLINES
Five master Storylines
Workshop participants developed and deeply explored the critical evidence supported themes of the Northeast
Indiana region. Each theme was a potential story and dozens of potential themes were explored during the workshop
phases. As a result of their contributions, five key regional Storylines emerged from the process. These Storylines are
the backbone of the region’s master narrative and form the basis for storytelling moving forward.
Powerful storytelling platform
Within the five master Storylines, there
are Dimensions that offer more relevant
connections to the happenings in the

TIME-HONORED
AMERICAN STRENGTH

region. Each Storyline is comprised of four
Dimensions that communicators will use to

BIG-HEARTED
HOSPITALITY

focus their stories. Put simply, Dimensions
provide the “how” for the master narrative.
The Platform Result
Regional stakeholders can now connect
what is happening in the region to a

SPIRIT OF
COLLABORATION

UPHOLD
AND EMBRACE

Dimension and main Storyline, enabling
stronger recognition- and reputationbuilding from a wider set of constituents.

PROGRESSIVE
LEADERSHIP
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Voice

ON-BRAND MESSAGING
Rooted in the region’s authentic Personality, and anchored by the messaging Platform, the Voice delivers on-brand,
copy-ready language. Marketers, communicators, and copywriters can use the Voice language as-is for immediate
publishing, or as the basis for tailored messaging. Voice gives regional stakeholders a ready-to-use tool for unified
regional storytelling. Each Storyline is targeted toward three distinct audiences:
1) Visitor/Tourist—Why Northeast Indiana is a great place to visit.
2) Business—Why Northeast Indiana is a great place to run a business.
3) Resident—Why Northeast Indiana is a great place to live and work.
The Voice Result
Regional stakeholders now have unified and easy-to-use messaging specific to audiences—improving consistency
across the region, which results in recognition and reputation growth.

www.neindiana.com

Strategic Application
SUMMARY
Utilizing the consultants’ proprietary database of strategies by personality type, 26 strategies were derived from
hundreds of potential strategic combinations. Each of the recommended strategies aligns with aspects of the
region’s personality and generally carry a higher likelihood of success than strategies which are pursued outside
these parameters.
The recommended strategies were then tested and vetted against one another, including strategic centricity,
implementation speed, and risk tolerance. Results were then prioritized, factoring in aspirational data from the
workshops to provide direction and priority recommendations.
Prioritized strategy recommendations
1. Leverage leadership in high-tech manufacturing for growth.
2. Develop collaborative projects to achieve larger, novel,
and more challenging goals.
3. Continue developing higher learning and continuing
education initiatives to support a skilled workforce.
4. Position economic development resources with new
businesses in customer-centric business models.
5. Work on initiatives to encourage inclusiveness in
the region.
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Recommendations

NEXT STEPS
With the deliverable and recommendations of the Our Story Project completed, the following general guidelines are
suggested as next steps.
1. As soon as is practical, begin building stronger regional recognition and reputation utilizing the new personalitydriven platform and voice tools. When something of significance occurs in the region, find the connection
between the occurrence and the platform to enhance the storytelling and reputation of the region.
2. Filter future strategic planning initiatives through these new personality and platform filters to establish priorities
and align goals with authenticity.
3. Train key marketing and communications personnel across the region on personality and platform usage.
4. Establish public forums for continued usage of the personality and platform. Provide key examples when possible
to highlight excellent storyline usage among the region’s stakeholders.

www.neindiana.com

PERSONALITY

OVERVIEW
The process begins by defining a compelling main character. Every great story has a protagonist
that is easy to understand and relate to. We asked, “Who is Northeast Indiana at its best, as if it
were a singular personality?” The region answered with clarity.

FRAMEWORKS CONDUCTED
Traits

The most descriptive adjectives of the region’s human personality. Traits are ranked and grouped
based on their meaning, and further defined. Both positive and contrary traits are examined.

Archetype & Attraction

The social stereotype, or Archetype, that best defines who the region is today and who it could
become. Correspondingly, we identify the mode by which this Archetype attracts others.

Dichotomies

Big-picture narrative strategy based on seven polarities, to determine how the region’s story is
delivered today, and how it ought to be told.

Cause

Why the region exists. What is the deeper purpose and motivation for Northeast Indiana?
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PERSONALITY

Traits

The most descriptive adjectives of the region’s human personality. Traits are ranked and grouped
based on their meaning, and further defined. Both positive and negative traits are examined.

PERSONALITY

Traits

Blue words represent Death Star words. See the following spread for explanation.

The Our Story Project

Master Ranking
1. Traditional
2. Friendly
3. Neighborly
4. Down-to-earth
5. Charitable
6. Industrious
7. Safe
8. Big-hearted
9. Dependable
10. Resilient
11. Caring
12. Practical
13. Approachable
14. Compassionate
15. Determined
16. Cautious
17. Stable
18. Creative
19. Artistic
19. Established
21. Adaptive
22. Multi-faceted
23. Genuine
24. Competitive
25. Dedicated
25. Proud
27. Moral
27. Persevering
29. Relaxed
30. Easy-going
31. Visionary
32. Forward-thinking
33. Humble
34. Passionate
35. Careful
35. Responsible
37. Consistent
37. Inventive

(660) 1.000
(439) .665
(394) .597
(361) .547
(353) .535
(337) .511
(275) .417
(236) .358
(214) .324
(197) .298
(191) .289
(178) .270
(174) .264
(164) .248
(163) .247
(154) .233
(153) .232
(149) .226
(148) .224
(148) .224
(146) .221
(143) .217
(139) .211
(133) .202
(121) .183
(121) .183
(112) .170
(112) .170
(108) .164
(107) .162
(100) .152
(98) .148
(91) .138
(90) .136
(88) .133
(88) .133
(87) .132
(87) .132

39. Supportive
40. Trustworthy
41. Helpful
42. Optimistic
43. Reliable
44. Surprisingly-strong
44. Respectful
46. Positive
47. Straightforward
47. Honest
49. Tenacious
49. Kind
51. Skillful
52. Fun
52. Realistic
54. Industry Leader
55. Versatile
56. Entertaining
57. Intelligent
58. Efficient
58. Comforting
60. Inspiring
61. Serious
62. Energetic
62. Responsive
64. Fair
65. Inclusive
66. Cheerful
67. Empowering
68. Confident
69. Constructive
69. Imaginative
71. Playful
71. Enthusiastic
71. Analytical
71. Knowledgeable
75. Methodical

(86)
(83)
(81)
(80)
(78)
(75)
(75)
(68)
(66)
(66)
(63)
(63)
(62)
(58)
(58)
(57)
(52)
(49)
(48)
(46)
(46)
(43)
(40)
(38)
(38)
(36)
(35)
(33)
(32)
(31)
(30)
(30)
(27)
(27)
(27)
(27)
(26)

.130
.126
.123
.121
.118
.114
.114
.103
.100
.100
.095
.095
.094
.088
.088
.086
.079
.074
.073
.070
.070
.065
.061
.058
.058
.055
.053
.050
.048
.047
.045
.045
.041
.041
.041
.041
.039

Overall rank

Power score

% of leader
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PERSONALITY

Traits

Blue words represent Death Star words. See the following spread for explanation.
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Vein 1
1. Traditional
2. Friendly
3. Neighborly
4. Down-to-earth
5. Charitable
6. Industrious
7. Safe
8. Big-hearted
9. Dependable
10. Resilient
11. Caring
12. Practical
13. Approachable
14. Compassionate
15. Determined
16. Cautious
17. Stable
18. Creative
19. Artistic
19. Established
21. Adaptive
22. Multi-faceted
23. Genuine
24. Competitive
25. Dedicated
25. Proud
27. Moral
27. Persevering
29. Relaxed
30. Easy-going
31. Visionary
32. Forward-thinking
33. Humble
34. Passionate
35. Careful
35. Responsible
37. Consistent
37. Inventive

(660) 1.000
(439) .665
(394) .597
(361) .547
(353) .535
(337) .511
(275) .417
(236) .358
(214) .324
(197) .298
(191) .289
(178) .270
(174) .264
(164) .248
(163) .247
(154) .233
(153) .232
(149) .226
(148) .224
(148) .224
(146) .221
(143) .217
(139) .211
(133) .202
(121) .183
(121) .183
(112) .170
(112) .170
(108) .164
(107) .162
(100) .152
(98) .148
(91) .138
(90) .136
(88) .133
(88) .133
(87) .132
(87) .132

39. Supportive
40. Trustworthy
41. Helpful
42. Optimistic
43. Reliable
44. Surprisingly-strong
44. Respectful
46. Positive
47. Straightforward
47. Honest
49. Tenacious
49. Kind
51. Skillful
52. Fun
52. Realistic
54. Industry Leader
55. Versatile
56. Entertaining
57. Intelligent
58. Efficient
58. Comforting
60. Inspiring
61. Serious
62. Energetic
62. Responsive
64. Fair
65. Inclusive
66. Cheerful
67. Empowering
68. Confident
69. Constructive
69. Imaginative
71. Playful
71. Enthusiastic
71. Analytical
71. Knowledgeable
75. Methodical

(86)
(83)
(81)
(80)
(78)
(75)
(75)
(68)
(66)
(66)
(63)
(63)
(62)
(58)
(58)
(57)
(52)
(49)
(48)
(46)
(46)
(43)
(40)
(38)
(38)
(36)
(35)
(33)
(32)
(31)
(30)
(30)
(27)
(27)
(27)
(27)
(26)

.130
.126
.123
.121
.118
.114
.114
.103
.100
.100
.095
.095
.094
.088
.088
.086
.079
.074
.073
.070
.070
.065
.061
.058
.058
.055
.053
.050
.048
.047
.045
.045
.041
.041
.041
.041
.039

WARM & WELCOMING ●
We are an especially friendly and welcoming community. Our easy-going
and hospitable spirit and down-to-earth charm makes us irresistibly
approachable. Expect a warm smile and big-hearted show of support
and compassion when you encounter us. In a world that seems to have
written off the Golden Rule, we most certainly have not. Our optimistic
and neighborly attitude is contagious—we hope you catch it, too.
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Traits

Vein 1
1. Traditional
2. Friendly
3. Neighborly
4. Down-to-earth
5. Charitable
6. Industrious
7. Safe
8. Big-hearted
9. Dependable
10. Resilient
11. Caring
12. Practical
13. Approachable
14. Compassionate
15. Determined
16. Cautious
17. Stable
18. Creative
19. Artistic
19. Established
21. Adaptive
22. Multi-faceted
23. Genuine
24. Competitive
25. Dedicated
25. Proud
27. Moral
27. Persevering
29. Relaxed
30. Easy-going
31. Visionary
32. Forward-thinking
33. Humble
34. Passionate
35. Careful
35. Responsible
37. Consistent
37. Inventive

(660) 1.000
(439) .665
(394) .597
(361) .547
(353) .535
(337) .511
(275) .417
(236) .358
(214) .324
(197) .298
(191) .289
(178) .270
(174) .264
(164) .248
(163) .247
(154) .233
(153) .232
(149) .226
(148) .224
(148) .224
(146) .221
(143) .217
(139) .211
(133) .202
(121) .183
(121) .183
(112) .170
(112) .170
(108) .164
(107) .162
(100) .152
(98) .148
(91) .138
(90) .136
(88) .133
(88) .133
(87) .132
(87) .132

39. Supportive
40. Trustworthy
41. Helpful
42. Optimistic
43. Reliable
44. Surprisingly-strong
44. Respectful
46. Positive
47. Straightforward
47. Honest
49. Tenacious
49. Kind
51. Skillful
52. Fun
52. Realistic
54. Industry Leader
55. Versatile
56. Entertaining
57. Intelligent
58. Efficient
58. Comforting
60. Inspiring
61. Serious
62. Energetic
62. Responsive
64. Fair
65. Inclusive
66. Cheerful
67. Empowering
68. Confident
69. Constructive
69. Imaginative
71. Playful
71. Enthusiastic
71. Analytical
71. Knowledgeable
75. Methodical

(86)
(83)
(81)
(80)
(78)
(75)
(75)
(68)
(66)
(66)
(63)
(63)
(62)
(58)
(58)
(57)
(52)
(49)
(48)
(46)
(46)
(43)
(40)
(38)
(38)
(36)
(35)
(33)
(32)
(31)
(30)
(30)
(27)
(27)
(27)
(27)
(26)

.130
.126
.123
.121
.118
.114
.114
.103
.100
.100
.095
.095
.094
.088
.088
.086
.079
.074
.073
.070
.070
.065
.061
.058
.058
.055
.053
.050
.048
.047
.045
.045
.041
.041
.041
.041
.039

DEATH STAR

WARM & WELCOMING ●
★ Inclusive
Northeast Indiana tends to be friendly from without, and inclusive
from within—by nature contrary to the spirit of the word. The concept
of the region’s inclusiveness was a hot topic throughout the Our
Story Project. It surfaced in many ways, including acceptance
of racial diversity; LGBT rights and its effect on talent attraction/
retention; and challenges transplants have had in their effort to
“break in” to the region and feel truly accepted.
The region may be mistaking Midwestern values and helpfulness
for being inclusive, which was revealed as a blind spot. A divide
exists between how welcoming the region thinks it is, and how
welcomed people actually feel. Many cited difficulty establishing true
connection with people—an irony for a region that rests on the laurels
of friendliness. The juxtaposition of these two sentiments needs to
be looked at closely moving forward and more efforts are required to
create a truly inclusive community.

★

Death Stars were assigned to adjectives by workshop participants who 		
felt the adjective was inaccurate, untrue, or unachievable; in many cases
it indicates that while a trait was true, it’s not a quality that the region 		
wants attributed to it.
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Traits

Blue words represent Death Star words. See the following spread for explanation.
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Vein 2
1. Traditional
2. Friendly
3. Neighborly
4. Down-to-earth
5. Charitable
6. Industrious
7. Safe
8. Big-hearted
9. Dependable
10. Resilient
11. Caring
12. Practical
13. Approachable
14. Compassionate
15. Determined
16. Cautious
17. Stable
18. Creative
19. Artistic
19. Established
21. Adaptive
22. Multi-faceted
23. Genuine
24. Competitive
25. Dedicated
25. Proud
27. Moral
27. Persevering
29. Relaxed
30. Easy-going
31. Visionary
32. Forward-thinking
33. Humble
34. Passionate
35. Careful
35. Responsible
37. Consistent
37. Inventive

(660) 1.000
(439) .665
(394) .597
(361) .547
(353) .535
(337) .511
(275) .417
(236) .358
(214) .324
(197) .298
(191) .289
(178) .270
(174) .264
(164) .248
(163) .247
(154) .233
(153) .232
(149) .226
(148) .224
(148) .224
(146) .221
(143) .217
(139) .211
(133) .202
(121) .183
(121) .183
(112) .170
(112) .170
(108) .164
(107) .162
(100) .152
(98) .148
(91) .138
(90) .136
(88) .133
(88) .133
(87) .132
(87) .132

39. Supportive
40. Trustworthy
41. Helpful
42. Optimistic
43. Reliable
44. Surprisingly-strong
44. Respectful
46. Positive
47. Straightforward
47. Honest
49. Tenacious
49. Kind
51. Skillful
52. Fun
52. Realistic
54. Industry Leader
55. Versatile
56. Entertaining
57. Intelligent
58. Efficient
58. Comforting
60. Inspiring
61. Serious
62. Energetic
62. Responsive
64. Fair
65. Inclusive
66. Cheerful
67. Empowering
68. Confident
69. Constructive
69. Imaginative
71. Playful
71. Enthusiastic
71. Analytical
71. Knowledgeable
75. Methodical

(86)
(83)
(81)
(80)
(78)
(75)
(75)
(68)
(66)
(66)
(63)
(63)
(62)
(58)
(58)
(57)
(52)
(49)
(48)
(46)
(46)
(43)
(40)
(38)
(38)
(36)
(35)
(33)
(32)
(31)
(30)
(30)
(27)
(27)
(27)
(27)
(26)

.130
.126
.123
.121
.118
.114
.114
.103
.100
.100
.095
.095
.094
.088
.088
.086
.079
.074
.073
.070
.070
.065
.061
.058
.058
.055
.053
.050
.048
.047
.045
.045
.041
.041
.041
.041
.039

GROUNDED & SECURE
The finest aspects of tradition run deep through the veins of our region.
Core values of morality, stability, respect, honesty and consistency fortify
and secure Northeast Indiana. We value the solidarity and steadfastness
of our heritage. There is an established trust and honorable spirit present
in our legacy that gives confidence to others. There’s something uniquely
reassuring when you encounter a no-nonsense, no-frills approach.
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Traits

Vein 2
1. Traditional
2. Friendly
3. Neighborly
4. Down-to-earth
5. Charitable
6. Industrious
7. Safe
8. Big-hearted
9. Dependable
10. Resilient
11. Caring
12. Practical
13. Approachable
14. Compassionate
15. Determined
16. Cautious
17. Stable
18. Creative
19. Artistic
19. Established
21. Adaptive
22. Multi-faceted
23. Genuine
24. Competitive
25. Dedicated
25. Proud
27. Moral
27. Persevering
29. Relaxed
30. Easy-going
31. Visionary
32. Forward-thinking
33. Humble
34. Passionate
35. Careful
35. Responsible
37. Consistent
37. Inventive

(660) 1.000
(439) .665
(394) .597
(361) .547
(353) .535
(337) .511
(275) .417
(236) .358
(214) .324
(197) .298
(191) .289
(178) .270
(174) .264
(164) .248
(163) .247
(154) .233
(153) .232
(149) .226
(148) .224
(148) .224
(146) .221
(143) .217
(139) .211
(133) .202
(121) .183
(121) .183
(112) .170
(112) .170
(108) .164
(107) .162
(100) .152
(98) .148
(91) .138
(90) .136
(88) .133
(88) .133
(87) .132
(87) .132

39. Supportive
40. Trustworthy
41. Helpful
42. Optimistic
43. Reliable
44. Surprisingly-strong
44. Respectful
46. Positive
47. Straightforward
47. Honest
49. Tenacious
49. Kind
51. Skillful
52. Fun
52. Realistic
54. Industry Leader
55. Versatile
56. Entertaining
57. Intelligent
58. Efficient
58. Comforting
60. Inspiring
61. Serious
62. Energetic
62. Responsive
64. Fair
65. Inclusive
66. Cheerful
67. Empowering
68. Confident
69. Constructive
69. Imaginative
71. Playful
71. Enthusiastic
71. Analytical
71. Knowledgeable
75. Methodical

(86)
(83)
(81)
(80)
(78)
(75)
(75)
(68)
(66)
(66)
(63)
(63)
(62)
(58)
(58)
(57)
(52)
(49)
(48)
(46)
(46)
(43)
(40)
(38)
(38)
(36)
(35)
(33)
(32)
(31)
(30)
(30)
(27)
(27)
(27)
(27)
(26)

.130
.126
.123
.121
.118
.114
.114
.103
.100
.100
.095
.095
.094
.088
.088
.086
.079
.074
.073
.070
.070
.065
.061
.058
.058
.055
.053
.050
.048
.047
.045
.045
.041
.041
.041
.041
.039

DEATH STARS

GROUNDED & SECURE
★ Traditional
While this is the leading trait in the set—used to describe the region’s
strong legacy and tradition—it’s also attributed to lack of progression.

★ Cautious
The region is methodical, practical, and sensible as a personality
type, which breeds risk-aversion and lack of momentum.

★ Proud / Humble
The region suffers from a proud-humble paradox: Healthy pride exists
throughout Northeast Indiana, but the ingrained traditional nature will
not allow this to be demonstrated. Instead, the region “competes for
who can appear the most humble.”

★ Careful
See ‘Cautious.’ Careful has its merits, and also its deficiencies.

★

Death Stars were assigned to adjectives by workshop participants who 		
felt the adjective was inaccurate, untrue, or unachievable; in many cases
it indicates that while a trait was true, it’s not a quality that the region 		
wants attributed to it.
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Traits

Vein 3
1. Traditional
2. Friendly
3. Neighborly
4. Down-to-earth
5. Charitable
6. Industrious
7. Safe
8. Big-hearted
9. Dependable
10. Resilient
11. Caring
12. Practical
13. Approachable
14. Compassionate
15. Determined
16. Cautious
17. Stable
18. Creative
19. Artistic
19. Established
21. Adaptive
22. Multi-faceted
23. Genuine
24. Competitive
25. Dedicated
25. Proud
27. Moral
27. Persevering
29. Relaxed
30. Easy-going
31. Visionary
32. Forward-thinking
33. Humble
34. Passionate
35. Careful
35. Responsible
37. Consistent
37. Inventive

(660) 1.000
(439) .665
(394) .597
(361) .547
(353) .535
(337) .511
(275) .417
(236) .358
(214) .324
(197) .298
(191) .289
(178) .270
(174) .264
(164) .248
(163) .247
(154) .233
(153) .232
(149) .226
(148) .224
(148) .224
(146) .221
(143) .217
(139) .211
(133) .202
(121) .183
(121) .183
(112) .170
(112) .170
(108) .164
(107) .162
(100) .152
(98) .148
(91) .138
(90) .136
(88) .133
(88) .133
(87) .132
(87) .132

39. Supportive
40. Trustworthy
41. Helpful
42. Optimistic
43. Reliable
44. Surprisingly-strong
44. Respectful
46. Positive
47. Straightforward
47. Honest
49. Tenacious
49. Kind
51. Skillful
52. Fun
52. Realistic
54. Industry Leader
55. Versatile
56. Entertaining
57. Intelligent
58. Efficient
58. Comforting
60. Inspiring
61. Serious
62. Energetic
62. Responsive
64. Fair
65. Inclusive
66. Cheerful
67. Empowering
68. Confident
69. Constructive
69. Imaginative
71. Playful
71. Enthusiastic
71. Analytical
71. Knowledgeable
75. Methodical

(86)
(83)
(81)
(80)
(78)
(75)
(75)
(68)
(66)
(66)
(63)
(63)
(62)
(58)
(58)
(57)
(52)
(49)
(48)
(46)
(46)
(43)
(40)
(38)
(38)
(36)
(35)
(33)
(32)
(31)
(30)
(30)
(27)
(27)
(27)
(27)
(26)

.130
.126
.123
.121
.118
.114
.114
.103
.100
.100
.095
.095
.094
.088
.088
.086
.079
.074
.073
.070
.070
.065
.061
.058
.058
.055
.053
.050
.048
.047
.045
.045
.041
.041
.041
.041
.039

TENACIOUS & STRONG ●
Northeast Indiana is an ambitious and driven region, remarkably strong
in our determination to overcome obstacles and compete for top billing.
We’re not in it for shiny medals, but there’s no settling for second
place either. We are practical and responsible, leaning on our grit and
perseverance to carve out a continually brighter future. We pursue
established goals with great tenacity, understanding that passion
coupled with tenacity fuels meaningful progress.
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Blue words represent Death Star words. See the following spread for explanation.

The Our Story Project

Vein 4
1. Traditional
2. Friendly
3. Neighborly
4. Down-to-earth
5. Charitable
6. Industrious
7. Safe
8. Big-hearted
9. Dependable
10. Resilient
11. Caring
12. Practical
13. Approachable
14. Compassionate
15. Determined
16. Cautious
17. Stable
18. Creative
19. Artistic
19. Established
21. Adaptive
22. Multi-faceted
23. Genuine
24. Competitive
25. Dedicated
25. Proud
27. Moral
27. Persevering
29. Relaxed
30. Easy-going
31. Visionary
32. Forward-thinking
33. Humble
34. Passionate
35. Careful
35. Responsible
37. Consistent
37. Inventive

(660) 1.000
(439) .665
(394) .597
(361) .547
(353) .535
(337) .511
(275) .417
(236) .358
(214) .324
(197) .298
(191) .289
(178) .270
(174) .264
(164) .248
(163) .247
(154) .233
(153) .232
(149) .226
(148) .224
(148) .224
(146) .221
(143) .217
(139) .211
(133) .202
(121) .183
(121) .183
(112) .170
(112) .170
(108) .164
(107) .162
(100) .152
(98) .148
(91) .138
(90) .136
(88) .133
(88) .133
(87) .132
(87) .132

39. Supportive
40. Trustworthy
41. Helpful
42. Optimistic
43. Reliable
44. Surprisingly-strong
44. Respectful
46. Positive
47. Straightforward
47. Honest
49. Tenacious
49. Kind
51. Skillful
52. Fun
52. Realistic
54. Industry Leader
55. Versatile
56. Entertaining
57. Intelligent
58. Efficient
58. Comforting
60. Inspiring
61. Serious
62. Energetic
62. Responsive
64. Fair
65. Inclusive
66. Cheerful
67. Empowering
68. Confident
69. Constructive
69. Imaginative
71. Playful
71. Enthusiastic
71. Analytical
71. Knowledgeable
75. Methodical

(86)
(83)
(81)
(80)
(78)
(75)
(75)
(68)
(66)
(66)
(63)
(63)
(62)
(58)
(58)
(57)
(52)
(49)
(48)
(46)
(46)
(43)
(40)
(38)
(38)
(36)
(35)
(33)
(32)
(31)
(30)
(30)
(27)
(27)
(27)
(27)
(26)

.130
.126
.123
.121
.118
.114
.114
.103
.100
.100
.095
.095
.094
.088
.088
.086
.079
.074
.073
.070
.070
.065
.061
.058
.058
.055
.053
.050
.048
.047
.045
.045
.041
.041
.041
.041
.039

INGENIOUS & ADAPTIVE ●
From the very beginning, we’ve been creative problem-solvers. Simply
ingenious advancements have originated right here in Northeast Indiana,
and that’s a tangible point of pride on our resumé. When challenges
come our way, we recognize opportunity to adapt and devise unforeseen
solutions. As is our way, we don’t boast about our accomplishments, but
we are undoubtedly an imaginative and creative community that thrives
on well-seasoned skill and problem-solving prowess.
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Traits

Vein 4
1. Traditional
2. Friendly
3. Neighborly
4. Down-to-earth
5. Charitable
6. Industrious
7. Safe
8. Big-hearted
9. Dependable
10. Resilient
11. Caring
12. Practical
13. Approachable
14. Compassionate
15. Determined
16. Cautious
17. Stable
18. Creative
19. Artistic
19. Established
21. Adaptive
22. Multi-faceted
23. Genuine
24. Competitive
25. Dedicated
25. Proud
27. Moral
27. Persevering
29. Relaxed
30. Easy-going
31. Visionary
32. Forward-thinking
33. Humble
34. Passionate
35. Careful
35. Responsible
37. Consistent
37. Inventive

(660) 1.000
(439) .665
(394) .597
(361) .547
(353) .535
(337) .511
(275) .417
(236) .358
(214) .324
(197) .298
(191) .289
(178) .270
(174) .264
(164) .248
(163) .247
(154) .233
(153) .232
(149) .226
(148) .224
(148) .224
(146) .221
(143) .217
(139) .211
(133) .202
(121) .183
(121) .183
(112) .170
(112) .170
(108) .164
(107) .162
(100) .152
(98) .148
(91) .138
(90) .136
(88) .133
(88) .133
(87) .132
(87) .132

39. Supportive
40. Trustworthy
41. Helpful
42. Optimistic
43. Reliable
44. Surprisingly-strong
44. Respectful
46. Positive
47. Straightforward
47. Honest
49. Tenacious
49. Kind
51. Skillful
52. Fun
52. Realistic
54. Industry Leader
55. Versatile
56. Entertaining
57. Intelligent
58. Efficient
58. Comforting
60. Inspiring
61. Serious
62. Energetic
62. Responsive
64. Fair
65. Inclusive
66. Cheerful
67. Empowering
68. Confident
69. Constructive
69. Imaginative
71. Playful
71. Enthusiastic
71. Analytical
71. Knowledgeable
75. Methodical

(86)
(83)
(81)
(80)
(78)
(75)
(75)
(68)
(66)
(66)
(63)
(63)
(62)
(58)
(58)
(57)
(52)
(49)
(48)
(46)
(46)
(43)
(40)
(38)
(38)
(36)
(35)
(33)
(32)
(31)
(30)
(30)
(27)
(27)
(27)
(27)
(26)

.130
.126
.123
.121
.118
.114
.114
.103
.100
.100
.095
.095
.094
.088
.088
.086
.079
.074
.073
.070
.070
.065
.061
.058
.058
.055
.053
.050
.048
.047
.045
.045
.041
.041
.041
.041
.039

DEATH STAR

INGENIOUS & ADAPTIVE ●
★ Artistic
A fairly popular trait frequently associated with a growing performing
arts community. However, many felt the artistic qualities of the region
were isolated to Fort Wayne, and not prevalent enough relative to
the national outlook to be a believable aspect of Northeast Indiana’s
master narrative.

★

Death Stars were assigned to adjectives by workshop participants who 		
felt the adjective was inaccurate, untrue, or unachievable; in many cases
it indicates that while a trait was true, it’s not a quality that the region 		
wants attributed to it.
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Blue-boxed word represents a Death Star word. See the following spread for explanation.

The Our Story Project

Vein 5
1. Traditional
2. Friendly
3. Neighborly
4. Down-to-earth
5. Charitable
6. Industrious
7. Safe
8. Big-hearted
9. Dependable
10. Resilient
11. Caring
12. Practical
13. Approachable
14. Compassionate
15. Determined
16. Cautious
17. Stable
18. Creative
19. Artistic
19. Established
21. Adaptive
22. Multi-faceted
23. Genuine
24. Competitive
25. Dedicated
25. Proud
27. Moral
27. Persevering
29. Relaxed
30. Easy-going
31. Visionary
32. Forward-thinking
33. Humble
34. Passionate
35. Careful
35. Responsible
37. Consistent
37. Inventive

(660) 1.000
(439) .665
(394) .597
(361) .547
(353) .535
(337) .511
(275) .417
(236) .358
(214) .324
(197) .298
(191) .289
(178) .270
(174) .264
(164) .248
(163) .247
(154) .233
(153) .232
(149) .226
(148) .224
(148) .224
(146) .221
(143) .217
(139) .211
(133) .202
(121) .183
(121) .183
(112) .170
(112) .170
(108) .164
(107) .162
(100) .152
(98) .148
(91) .138
(90) .136
(88) .133
(88) .133
(87) .132
(87) .132

39. Supportive
40. Trustworthy
41. Helpful
42. Optimistic
43. Reliable
44. Surprisingly-strong
44. Respectful
46. Positive
47. Straightforward
47. Honest
49. Tenacious
49. Kind
51. Skillful
52. Fun
52. Realistic
54. Industry Leader
55. Versatile
56. Entertaining
57. Intelligent
58. Efficient
58. Comforting
60. Inspiring
61. Serious
62. Energetic
62. Responsive
64. Fair
65. Inclusive
66. Cheerful
67. Empowering
68. Confident
69. Constructive
69. Imaginative
71. Playful
71. Enthusiastic
71. Analytical
71. Knowledgeable
75. Methodical

(86)
(83)
(81)
(80)
(78)
(75)
(75)
(68)
(66)
(66)
(63)
(63)
(62)
(58)
(58)
(57)
(52)
(49)
(48)
(46)
(46)
(43)
(40)
(38)
(38)
(36)
(35)
(33)
(32)
(31)
(30)
(30)
(27)
(27)
(27)
(27)
(26)

.130
.126
.123
.121
.118
.114
.114
.103
.100
.100
.095
.095
.094
.088
.088
.086
.079
.074
.073
.070
.070
.065
.061
.058
.058
.055
.053
.050
.048
.047
.045
.045
.041
.041
.041
.041
.039

AMBITIOUS & INSPIRING ●
Northeast Indiana is a leader by example, slow to put itself in the
limelight, but the first to step up and carve a path. We’re visionaries with
a passion to see progress fulfilled in new and exciting ways. We inspire
and empower people to maximize their potential and perform at their
best—we expect that of ourselves as well. The region is about unleashing
genuine strength, both on an individual and professional level. We look
ahead with expectation and ambition, and invite others to join us.
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Traits

Vein 5
1. Traditional
2. Friendly
3. Neighborly
4. Down-to-earth
5. Charitable
6. Industrious
7. Safe
8. Big-hearted
9. Dependable
10. Resilient
11. Caring
12. Practical
13. Approachable
14. Compassionate
15. Determined
16. Cautious
17. Stable
18. Creative
19. Artistic
19. Established
21. Adaptive
22. Multi-faceted
23. Genuine
24. Competitive
25. Dedicated
25. Proud
27. Moral
27. Persevering
29. Relaxed
30. Easy-going
31. Visionary
32. Forward-thinking
33. Humble
34. Passionate
35. Careful
35. Responsible
37. Consistent
37. Inventive

(660) 1.000
(439) .665
(394) .597
(361) .547
(353) .535
(337) .511
(275) .417
(236) .358
(214) .324
(197) .298
(191) .289
(178) .270
(174) .264
(164) .248
(163) .247
(154) .233
(153) .232
(149) .226
(148) .224
(148) .224
(146) .221
(143) .217
(139) .211
(133) .202
(121) .183
(121) .183
(112) .170
(112) .170
(108) .164
(107) .162
(100) .152
(98) .148
(91) .138
(90) .136
(88) .133
(88) .133
(87) .132
(87) .132

39. Supportive
40. Trustworthy
41. Helpful
42. Optimistic
43. Reliable
44. Surprisingly-strong
44. Respectful
46. Positive
47. Straightforward
47. Honest
49. Tenacious
49. Kind
51. Skillful
52. Fun
52. Realistic
54. Industry Leader
55. Versatile
56. Entertaining
57. Intelligent
58. Efficient
58. Comforting
60. Inspiring
61. Serious
62. Energetic
62. Responsive
64. Fair
65. Inclusive
66. Cheerful
67. Empowering
68. Confident
69. Constructive
69. Imaginative
71. Playful
71. Enthusiastic
71. Analytical
71. Knowledgeable
75. Methodical

(86)
(83)
(81)
(80)
(78)
(75)
(75)
(68)
(66)
(66)
(63)
(63)
(62)
(58)
(58)
(57)
(52)
(49)
(48)
(46)
(46)
(43)
(40)
(38)
(38)
(36)
(35)
(33)
(32)
(31)
(30)
(30)
(27)
(27)
(27)
(27)
(26)

.130
.126
.123
.121
.118
.114
.114
.103
.100
.100
.095
.095
.094
.088
.088
.086
.079
.074
.073
.070
.070
.065
.061
.058
.058
.055
.053
.050
.048
.047
.045
.045
.041
.041
.041
.041
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DEATH STAR

AMBITIOUS & INSPIRING ●
★ Passionate
While passion is an authentic characteristic of the region, many felt that
this attribute was tertiary and perhaps stifled by other more prominent
qualities, like Traditional and Practical.

★

Death Stars were assigned to adjectives by workshop participants who 		
felt the adjective was inaccurate, untrue, or unachievable; in many cases
it indicates that while a trait was true, it’s not a quality that the region 		
wants attributed to it.
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Traits

In contrast to the positive adjectives, “especially contrary” personality characteristics were selected
to describe what the region’s personality is not.

PERSONALITY

The Our Story Project

Contrary Traits

Master List
1. Cocky

(53) 1.000

29. Visionary

(5)

.094

2. Dangerous

(33) .623

30. Charismatic

(4)

.075

3. Edgy

(32) .604

31. Daring

(4)

.075

4. Avant Garde

(30) .566

32. Exclusive

(4)

.075

5. Rogue

(29) .547

33. Fascinating

(4)

.075

6. Rebellious

(28) .528

34. Fearless

(4)

.075

7. Shocking

(27) .509

35. Phenomenal

(4)

.075

8. Weird

(27) .509

9. Brash

(26) .491

10. Quirky

(24) .453

11. Risk-taking

(18) .340

12. Defiant

(17) .321

13. Provocative

(15) .283

14. Unconventional

(15) .283

15. Unruly

(15) .283

16. Mischievous

(11) .208

17. Non-Conformist

(11) .208

18. Eccentric

(10) .189

19. Inclusive

(9)

.170

20. Aggressive

(8)

.151

21. Forward-thinking

(8)

.151

36. Artistic

(3)

.057

37. Distinctive

(3)

.057

38. Empowering

(3)

.057

39. Imaginative

(3)

.057

40. Lively

(3)

.057

41. Modern

(3)

.057

42. Popular

(3)

.057

43. Tenacious

(3)

.057

44. Adaptive

(2)

.038

while the region confesses to a great deal of pride in its heritage and

45. Authoritative

(2)

.038

accomplishments, no air of conceit is to be involved with it. Breaking

46. Consistent

(2)

.038

practical rules and standing out simply to get attention is antonymous

47. Courageous

(2)

.038

to the region’s personality.

48. Enthusiastic

(2)

.038

(2)

.038

22. Offbeat

(8)

.151

49. Exciting

23. Adventurous

(7)

.132

50. Influential

(2)

.038

24. Mysterious

(7)

.132

51. Multi-Faceted

(2)

.038

25. Revolutionary

(7)

.132

52. Passionate

(2)

.038

26. Sophisticated

(7)

.132

53. Refined

(2)

.038

27. Thrilling

(6)

.113

54. Reliable

(2)

.038

28. Rugged

(5)

.094

55. Role Model

(2)

.038

NORTHEAST INDIANA IS NOT...

THE ARROGANT REBEL
One thing is for certain, not a speck of self-serving arrogance or
pretentiousness is permitted in the region’s reputation. Interestingly,
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PERSONALITY

www.neindiana.com

Contrary Traits

What we wish
1. Cocky

(53) 1.000

29. Visionary

(5)

.094

2. Dangerous

(33) .623

30. Charismatic

(4)

.075

3. Edgy

(32) .604

31. Daring

(4)

.075

4. Avant Garde

(30) .566

32. Exclusive

(4)

.075

5. Rogue

(29) .547

33. Fascinating

(4)

.075

6. Rebellious

(28) .528

34. Fearless

(4)

.075

7. Shocking

(27) .509

35. Phenomenal

(4)

.075

8. Weird

(27) .509

9. Brash

(26) .491

10. Quirky

(24) .453

11. Risk-taking

(18) .340

NORTHEAST INDIANA WISHES IT WAS...

36. Artistic

(3)

.057

37. Distinctive

(3)

.057

38. Empowering

(3)

.057

39. Imaginative

(3)

.057

40. Lively

(3)

.057

41. Modern

(3)

.057

42. Popular

(3)

.057

43. Tenacious

(3)

.057

44. Adaptive

(2)

.038

This speaks to the desire to lead with more confidence, and cast

45. Authoritative

(2)

.038

vision that might even be uncomfortable. With it is the aforementioned

46. Consistent

(2)

.038

concept of inclusiveness—see page 33 for expounded detail on this

47. Courageous

(2)

.038

trait. Northeast Indiana must get this right moving forward if risk-taking
progress is to become a reality.

12. Defiant

(17) .321

13. Provocative

(15) .283

14. Unconventional

(15) .283

15. Unruly

(15) .283

16. Mischievous

(11) .208

17. Non-Conformist

(11) .208

18. Eccentric

(10) .189

19. Inclusive

(9)

.170

20. Aggressive

(8)

.151

21. Forward-thinking

(8)

.151

48. Enthusiastic

(2)

.038

(2)

.038

22. Offbeat

(8)

.151

49. Exciting

23. Adventurous

(7)

.132

50. Influential

(2)

.038

24. Mysterious

(7)

.132

51. Multi-Faceted

(2)

.038

25. Revolutionary

(7)

.132

52. Passionate

(2)

.038

26. Sophisticated

(7)

.132

53. Refined

(2)

.038

27. Thrilling

(6)

.113

54. Reliable

(2)

.038

28. Rugged

(5)

.094

55. Role Model

(2)

.038

THE PROGRESSIVE LEADER
Among the qualities that Northeast Indiana isn’t, but wishes it was, is
a spirit of forward-thinking, risk-taking progress. Calculated risks are
a part of the region’s story, but perhaps in safely measured quantities.
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PERSONALITY

Archetype
& Attraction

The social stereotype, or Archetype, that best defines who the region is today and who it could
become. Correspondingly, we identify the mode by which this Archetype attracts others.

PERSONALITY

Archetype & Attraction
These nine archetypes represent universally
recognized human personalities, or social
stereotypes. Each Archetype is distinctive

CREATOR

COACH

ENTERTAINER

and attractive in its own way.
299 Live Workshop participants selected the
two most authentic and accurate Archetypes
for the region, and we discussed both current
and aspirational qualities of the selections.
For clarity and simplicity, 423 online workshop

DREAMER

CONTENDER

NEIGHBOR

respondents were asked to clearly distinguish
between a Current and Aspirational archetype
with their two choices.

REBEL

The Our Story Project

WIZARD

DISCOVERER

12 Modes of Attraction
Each Archetype is surrounded by twelve
Modes of Attraction, representing the
essential methods highly persuasive people
use to attract large followings.
Each respondent was asked to identify the
Mode of Attraction that best correlated
with the Archetype they chose. Lastly, each
Archetype is equipped with eight unique
Personas, or specific character types
(e.g. Pioneer, Coach, Inventor, etc.)
Respondents were also asked to identify
which Persona most authentically matched
Northeast Indiana’s personality.
Online respondents were tasked with
the same exercises, albeit with a clear
demarcation between Current and Aspiration.
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Archetype & Attraction

PERSONALITY

LIVE PERSONALITY WORKSHOPS : WHAT WE ARE
299 PARTICIPANTS

8%

10%

NEIGHBOR
26%

44%

CONTENDER

51%

15%

18%

15%

20%

CONTENDER

39%

13%

NEIGHBOR

51%

12%

16%

21%

29%

(NEIGHBOR) Positive and Caring, driven by their sense of

(CONTENDER) Courageous and Determined, driven by challenging top

Delivers stability and support. Values responsiveness, consistency,

strength from a non-industry leader. Values tenacity, perseverance, and

responsibility, compassion, and desire to take care of others.
and genuine care for others. People feel safe and relaxed.

FIRST SELECTIONS
www.neindiana.com

40%

competitors while maintaining a small business mentality. Delivers surprising
roots. People feel triumphant and inspired.

SECOND SELECTIONS

ONLINE WORKSHOP : WHAT WE ARE
423 PARTICIPANTS

18%

22%

NEIGHBOR
25%

CONTENDER

46%

13%

CONTENDER
8%

22%

30%
20%

CREATOR
10%

24%
11%

19%

14%

(NEIGHBOR) Positive and Caring, driven by their sense of

(CONTENDER) Courageous and Determined, driven by challenging top

Delivers stability and support. Values responsiveness, consistency,

strength from a non-industry leader. Values tenacity, perseverance, and

responsibility, compassion, and desire to take care of others.
and genuine care for others. People feel safe and relaxed.

CURRENT SELECTIONS

28%

competitors while maintaining a small business mentality. Delivers surprising
roots. People feel triumphant and inspired.

ASPIRATIONAL SELECTIONS
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PERSONALITY

Archetype & Attraction

COMBINED PERSONALITY WORKSHOPS : WHAT WE ARE
722 PARTICIPANTS
1,444 TOTAL SELECTIONS

FOLLOW ME
DEDICATED
TRANSFORMATIVE
PURPOSEFUL

34%

492 Total Selections

14%

207 Total Selections

The Our Story Project

Mode of Attraction

PRIMARY MODE

FOLLOW ME
DEDICATED | TRANSFORMATIVE | PURPOSEFUL
Brands that attract with this mode are intensely mission-driven, focused on
carrying out meaningful change with great dedication and often against adversity.
Those who attract this way typically don’t ask to be followed; r ather, they set an
example through behavior that’s worthy of following.

SECONDARY MODE

RELY ON ME
VIRTUOUS | SELFLESS | LOVING
Brands that attract with this mode are marked by compassion, with a strong
outward-focus that causes them to take care of others. Perhaps the most
morally-centered of the 12 modes, these brands are decidedly upright and loving,
and others follow such selflessness with great trust.
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PERSONALITY

Archetype & Attraction

LIVE PERSONALITY WORKSHOPS : WHAT WE ARE NOT.
299 PARTICIPANTS

Fearless and Unconventional,

driven by disrupting the norm and

54%
28%
Romantic and Refined, driven

by the quest for experience and
beauty in all forms. Delivers

possibility, hope, and vitality.

Values expression, connection,
and bringing out the best.

People feel inspired and attractive.

www.neindiana.com

challenging established rules.

Delivers empowerment and a sense
of freedom. Values independence,
guts, and trailblazing behavior.
People feel bold and free.

PERSONALITY

Archetype & Attraction

SOLUTION
Northeast Indiana is a personality that’s predominantly characterized by the Contender and Neighbor archetypes—
the courage and determination of a contender, combined with the positive and caring nature of a neighbor. We saw
Neighbor concepts lead the way when the discussion revolved around current state-of-being, while Contender’s
gritty contender qualities took the lead when the conversation moved to aspiration. Respondents tended to feel that
Neighbor ideals were more commonplace and perhaps boring as it pertains to the region’s personality, thus craving the
excitement and strength made possible by the Contender archetype.
To complement this mix, the Coach archetype—characterized by dominance and assertiveness—began to make a
noteworthy appearance in the aspirational conversation. This typifies the desire for the region to stake a claim as a
strong leader, rather than stand back quietly in a purely Neighbor posture. In every scenario, the Mode of Attraction,
“Follow Me” was the clear favorite: Dedicated, transformative, purposeful.
The online version, which called for a clear Current-Aspiration demarcation, confirmed Contender as the leading
Archetype in the aspirational conversation. Interestingly, Artisan and Wizard rose considerably as well. This insight
speaks to the desire for the region’s rich history of creativity and ingenuity to be communicated.
It’s this total combination of insights that solidifies our recommendation to lead with Contender, followed by
Neighbor, and accented with Creator and Coach: The contender who attracts with its dedication, strength, and
transformative talents.

The Our Story Project

FOLLOW ME
DEDICATED | TRANSFORMATIVE | PURPOSEFUL

CONTENDER
V3 : TEN ACIOUS & STRO NG

Northeast Indiana is a courageous and determined personality, driven by challenging top competitors while
maintaining a small business mentality. Delivers surprising strength for someone not always considered the

MAJOR ACCENT

pack leader. Values tenacity, perseverance and roots. People feel triumphant and inspired with this Archetype.

V1 : WARM & WELCOMING
We are an especially friendly and welcoming community. Our easy-going

NEIGHBOR

and hospitable spirit and down-to-earth charm makes us irresistibly
approachable. Expect a warm smile and big-hearted show of support and
compassion when you encounter us. In a world that seems to have written off
the Golden Rule, we most certainly have not. Our optimistic and neighborly

MINOR ACCENTS

attitude is contagious—we hope you catch it, too.

V4 : INGENIOUS & ADAPTIVE

V5 : AMBITIOUS & INSPIRING

From the very beginning, we’ve been

Northeast Indiana is a leader by example,

creative problem-solvers. Simply ingenious

slow to put itself in the limelight, but the first

advancements have originated right here

to step up and carve a path. We’re visionaries

in Northeast Indiana, and that’s a tangible

with a passion to see progress fulfilled in

point of pride on our resume. When

new and exciting ways. We inspire and

challenges come our way, we recognize

empower people to maximize their potential

opportunity to adapt and devise unforeseen solutions. As is our

and perform at their best—we expect that of ourselves as well. The

way, we don’t boast about our accomplishments, but we are

region is about unleashing genuine strength, both on an individual

undoubtedly an imaginative and creative community that thrives

and professional level. We look ahead with expectation and

on well-seasoned skill and problem-solving prowess.

ambition, and invite others to join us.
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PERSONALITY

Dichotomies

Big-picture narrative strategy based on seven polarities, to determine how the region’s story is
delivered today, and how it ought to be told.

PERSONALITY

Dichotomies
Current

Aspiration

COMBINED PERSONALITY WORKSHOPS

722 PARTICIPANTS

3.079

ECONOMY

LUXURY
5.226
5.239

ARTISTIC

SCIENTIFIC
5.252
3.767

INTROVERTED

EXTROVERTED
6.251
5.273

FEELING

LOGIC
5.603
5.938

FUN

SERIOUS
4.630
4.139

RELAXED

AGGRESSIVE
5.072
2.805

CONSERVATIVE

PROGRESSIVE
6.271

www.neindiana.com

Narrative Strategy

CONCLUSIONS
Northeast Indiana prefers a more median overall narrative style. This means that the tone and delivery of the region’s
messaging is mostly balanced, without a heavy weighting toward one particular polarity.
The most movement occurs in three dichotomies:
1) Economy—Luxury. 2) Introverted—Extroverted. 3) Conservative—Progressive.
• Northeast Indiana desires to be perceived as less of an Economy option, although far from Luxury.
• Northeast Indiana desires more extroversion and “volume” in their voice. Speak up!
• Northeast Indiana desires a significant shift toward a more Progressive attitude. This means taking more
risks, and not allowing traditional values to translate to a lack of progress.
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PERSONALITY

Cause

Why the region exists. What is the deeper purpose and motivation for Northeast Indiana?

PERSONALITY

Cause

PHILOSOPHY
Leading brands have a Cause, or deeper motivation, that transcends the products or services. A narrative
that is focused on the What—or product specifics—is the most common and least differentiated strategy.
After all, competitors all around the country ultimately sell most of the same things you do. Alternatively,
a narrative that conveys authentic personality and an emotionally-engaging reason for existence will yield
more relatability and long-term success. The Cause framework delivers the proverbial “why” in a simple and
powerful three-word structure:
1. Verb 2. Adjective 3. Abstract Noun

The Our Story Project

The “Why”

Apple exists to

challenge preconceived ideas.
1

2

3

Disney exists to

inspire childlike wonder.
1

2

3

Coca-Cola exists to

spread classic happiness.
1

2

3
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PERSONALITY

Cause

LIVE PERSONALITY WORKSHOPS

10.12%

ADJECTIVE

VERB

299 PARTICIPANTS

9.52%

www.neindiana.com

		

		

8.93%

The “Why”
LIVE PERSONALITY WORKSHOPS

12.73%

11.82%

ABSTRACT NOUN

299 PARTICIPANTS

46.55%

10.00%
5.86%

		

7.27%
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PERSONALITY

Cause

SOLUTION
Northeast Indiana’s Cause statement is one that integrates many of the leading qualities and sentiments echoed
in the workshops, yet is simple and provocative enough to anchor the master narrative for the region. Of course,
the “why” of the Cause must naturally unify the “who” as described in Northeast Indiana’s personality. Study the
structure and explanation of the region’s Cause provided on the following page. Notice the tenacious and strong
“Follow me” mentality, coupled with positive and caring “Rely on me” characteristics.
Top-rated words in each category aren’t always taken verbatim to form the final Cause for a few reasons: Top-rated
words are not guaranteed to work well together or mean anything in particular. More than pure data, strategic
thinking must be applied to weave insights gained throughout the project into the Cause. Thus, the most sensible
structure draws in the most meaning to complement the whole project.
The Cause serves as a primary anchor for the region’s master narrative, and all marketing communication should
strive to reflect the essence of this Cause whenever possible. You will find the spirit of this statement reflected in
the Platform and Voice content throughout the following sections.

The Our Story Project

Solution

Northeast Indiana exists to...

VERB

As a dedicated and resilient contender,
Northeast Indiana is an active
participant in growth and change. The
region excels at identifying untapped
potential in all aspects of life, and
releasing it for the betterment of the
individual, and the community.

ADJECTIVE

The region is grounded in honesty and
integrity, and its motivations are always
toward an authentic outcome. Thus,
not just anything should be unleashed;
only those qualities that are positive,
constructive, and naturally suited to
the situation. No counterfeit.

ABSTR ACT NOUN

Northeast Indiana is strong, and its
resume proves it. In that same tradition,
the region believes in strength with
character—strength as an inward virtue
first, that inspires people into action next.
It’s a unifying concept that includes the
spiritual, social, personal and beyond.

unleash genuine strength
that encourages rewarding personal and professional growth.
When genuine strength is unleashed throughout the region, things grow, and this is a place that knows a thing or two
about both growth and strength. As individuals gain confidence and ability—supported by community—it translates
to energy and momentum that builds the region. Northeast Indiana unlocks and inspires strength in people, both
personally and professionally, and that’s a force not easily stopped.
LONG-TERM BENEFIT
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PLATFORM

OVERVIEW
With the region’s main character defined, we identify what this person talks about. Dozens of key
language themes are identified throughout the research, and condensed into 5 master Storylines.
Together, these Storylines create a cohesive messaging Platform—infused with the region’s
Personality—to focus the master narrative.
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PLATFORM

Storylines
Inventive

Resilient

Ingenious

Competitive

Persevering

STORYL

PROGRE
LEADE

Artistic
STORYLINE #1

TIME-HONORED
AMERICAN STRENGTH

Proud

Dependable
Reliable

Fortitude
Collaborative

Industrious

SPIRIT OF
COLLABORATION

Tenacious

Surprisingly strong

www.neindiana.com

STORYLINE #2

United

Creative

Adaptable

Master Map
Risk-taking

Down-to-earth

Friendly

Caring

LINE #3

ESSIVE
ERSHIP

Neighborly

STORYLINE #5

Determined

Traditional

BIG-HEARTED
HOSPITALITY

Inclusive

Adaptive
STORYLINE #4

UPHOLD
AND EMBRACE

Practical

Charitable
Dependable
Multi-faceted

Safe

Approachable

Compassionate
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PLATFORM

Storyline #1

TIME-HONORED
AMERICAN STRENGTH

As a region, we represent the best of what it truly means to be
American. Since 1794, our tenacious drive to succeed is matched
only by our unwavering resolve and strength. Together we collaborate
toward a shared vision of growth, and an ever stronger community.
Hard work, innovative craftsmanship, and a “don’t quit” mentality are
a foundation for all that we do.

The Our Story Project

CONTENDER
[ VEIN 3 : TENACIOUS & STRONG ]

Dimensions

Ingenious

Resilient

Industrious

Tenacious

Our rich history of innovation

We share a value never to give

Our region is hardworking,

Relentlessly driven to achieve

and technical problem-solving

up. Our region is strong, and

persistent, and proud, with

our highest vision and

continues to advance and

determined to thrive with great

the drive to build and generate

maximize collective talents.

empower the region.

versatility and courage.

new opportunities.

We control our own destiny.

[ V3 : TENACIOUS & STRONG]

[ V3 : TENACIOUS & STRONG]

[ V3 : TENACIOUS & STRONG]

[ V3 : TENACIOUS & STRONG]

Evidence:

Evidence:

Evidence:

Evidence:

• Ivy Tech

• Regional economic recovery

• Farm based business

• Miami

• Heartland

• Manufacturing

• Sweetwater

• Learn More Center

• Franklin Electric

• SDI

• CSAs

• Dekko

• Vera Bradley

• Revitalized downtown facades

• Pretzel Inc.

• Shipshewana

• SDI

• James S. Jackson
• Hay bales
• Aquablast
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PLATFORM

Storyline #2

SPIRIT OF
COLLABORATION

As a region, we know that the contribution of many trumps the
success of the individual every time. We count on each other
and value our sense of team and family, creating and leveraging
partnerships and working together. We are united for the
common good.

www.neindiana.com

CONTENDER-PARTNER
[ VEIN 3 : TENACIOUS & STRONG ]
[ VEIN 1 : WARM & WELCOMING]
[ VEIN 4 : INGENIOUS & ADAPTIVE]

Dimensions

Dependable

United

Reliable

Creative

Our region is a community of

Our region gains its strength as

We actively step up for the

Leveraging the strength of

hard workers who can count

a unit, locking arms to achieve

betterment of the whole, with

common aspiration, our region

on one another, and invest in

a common goal.

ethics, accountability, and

develops creative ways to

responsibility to each other.

reposition for the future.

collective success.

[ V3 : TENACIOUS & STRONG]

[ V3 : TENACIOUS & STRONG]

[ V1 : WARM & WELCOMING]

[ V4 : INGENIOUS & ADAPTIVE]

Evidence:

Evidence:

Evidence:

Evidence:

• Low unemployment numbers

• Airport partnership with
the region

• Dekko foundation and legacy

• Spec buildings

• Volunteerism

• Flood rebuilding

• Sweetwater sound

• Non-profits

• Food processing field

• Volunteerism

• Educators

• Orthopedics start ups

• County collaboration

• Multi-generational businesses
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PLATFORM

Storyline #3

PROGRESSIVE
LEADERSHIP

The pride and confidence of our region is rooted in our constant
determination and creative ability to adapt. As leaders, we move
forward despite opposition, to persevere and advance our community.
We take calculated risks to realize progress, all founded by our
industrious attitude and dependable people.

The Our Story Project

CONTENDER-COACH
[ VEIN 3 : TENACIOUS & STRONG ]
[ VEIN 4 : INGENIOUS & ADAPTIVE ]
[ VEIN 5 : AMBITIOUS & INSPIRING ]

Dimensions

Inventive

Risk-taking

Fortitude

Adaptive

Our region has a proud

Seizing calculated

The region’s virtue of grit and

Fostering change by re-

tradition of leveraging risk

opportunities to advance, and

determination through which

purposing challenges

to accelerate growth and

the courage to challenge the

we stare down obstacles and

into opportunities for

progress.

established mindset.

manufacture solutions.

empowerment and growth.

[ V4 : INGENIOUS & ADAPTIVE]

[ V5 : AMBITIOUS & INSPIRING]

[ V3 : TENACIOUS & STRONG]

[ V3 : TENACIOUS & STRONG]

Evidence:

Evidence:

Evidence:

Evidence:

• Orthopedics

• Vision 2020

• Parkview field

• Moving into food marketing

• Vera Bradley

• Parkview field

• Utopian Coffee

• Honeywell Center

• SDI

• New Ash brokerage

• Sweetwater

• Riverfront development

• Matilda Jane

• Riverfront development

• SDI

• Debrands

• Higher education institutions

• Pizza Hut

• Schools encouraging creativity

• ACD

• Manufacturing Strength

• Whitley forward

• Dekko
• KPC Media
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PLATFORM

Storyline #4

UPHOLD
AND EMBRACE

We endeavor to progress while respecting our heritage.
Likewise, we aspire to leave a legacy for future generations, by
strengthening our community through a spirit of inclusiveness.
The region seeks to honor the best in our traditions, while
maintaining an openness to new ones.*

* Aspirational qualities
www.neindiana.com

CONTENDER-SHEPHERD
[ VEIN 3 : TENACIOUS & STRONG ]
[ VEIN 1 : WARM & WELCOMING ]

Dimensions

Traditional

Inclusive

Compassionate

Safe

The region’s legacy of stability

The region’s growing ability to

The region’s spirit of kindness

Maintaining a stable and

built on overcoming fear,

accept individuals for who they

and compassion guided by the

supportive “hometown”

hard work and leveraging

are, embrace diversity, and

golden rule to treat others with

community where residents

conservative values.

reject judgment.

love and grace.

are protected from harm.

[ V3 : TENACIOUS & STRONG]

[ V1 : WARM & WELCOMING]

[ V1 : WARM & WELCOMING]

[ V1 : WARM & WELCOMING]

Evidence:

Evidence:

Evidence:

Evidence:

• Multi-generational businesses

• Our Story Project

• Food pantries

• Interconnectivity

• Centuries of tradition

• Vision 2020

• Non-profit foundations

• Successful startups like SDI

• School faculty

• New Kids dreamland

• Kids playing freely in the
community

• Quilts & Company

• Marshmallow festival

• Volunteerism

• Community foundations
• Dekko/foundations
• Kendallville youth
advisory council

• Low speed limits
• Courtesy in traffic
• Perceived low regional crime
• High jail capacity

• Pride week on campuses
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PLATFORM

Storyline #5

BIG-HEARTED
HOSPITALITY

As a region, our friendliness and hospitality are a guiding force
for how visitors perceive us. We welcome visitors with an easygoing smile and a welcoming hand. Our region empowers and
encourages communities to be respectful of others and look out
for our neighbors.

The Our Story Project

CONTENDER-FRIEND
[ VEIN 3 : TENACIOUS & STRONG ]
[ VEIN 1 : WARM & WELCOMING ]

Dimensions

Friendly

Neighborly

Dependable

Charitable

The region’s authentic

Caring for and collaborating

A reliable network of community

An especially generous nature

spirit is kind, helpful, and

with each other to realize a

partners that is honest, caring,

that maintains giving as a

welcoming, creating an

constantly improving and

helpful and focused on the

central value. We care, and we

environment of support.

hospitable community.

needs of others.

prove it by meeting needs.

[ V1 : WARM & WELCOMING]

[ V1 : WARM & WELCOMING]

[ V1 : WARM & WELCOMING]

[ V1 : WARM & WELCOMING]

Evidence:

Evidence:

Evidence:

Evidence:

• Visitor ratings

• Festival organizers

• Parents involvement in schools

• Volunteers

• Popularity of local festivals

• Elected officials

• Low unemployment numbers

• Fund raisers for individuals

• Roadside assistance

• School/business collaboration

• Pretzels inc.

• Giving blood

• Random acts of kindness

• Churches

• Missionaries

• Non-profits

• Food Pantries

• Volunteers

• Light the Night

• Small business owners
• Internships
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VOICE

OVERVIEW
Rooted in the region’s authentic Personality, and anchored by the messaging Platform, the Voice
delivers on-brand, copy-ready language. Marketers, communicators, and copywriters can use the
Voice language as-is for immediate publishing, or as the basis for tailored messaging.
The Voice content is targeted to three distinct audiences:
1) Visitor/Tourist—Why Northeast Indiana is a great place to visit.
2) Business—Why Northeast Indiana is a great place to run a business.
3) Resident—Why Northeast Indiana is a great place to live and work.

MESSAGING CATEGORIES
1. Introduction

2. About Northeast Indiana
3. Why Northeast Indiana?
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VOICE

Master Narrative

STORYLINE #1

TIME-HONORED
AMERICAN STRENGTH

CONTENDER
[ VEIN 3 : TENACIOUS & STRONG ]

Our rich history of innovation

Ingenious

and technical problem-solving
continues to advance and
empower the region.
We share a value never to give

As a region, we represent the best of what it truly means to

Resilient

matched only by our unwavering resolve and strength. Together
stronger community. Hard work, innovative craftsmanship, and

determined to thrive with great
versatility and courage.

be American. Since 1794, our tenacious drive to succeed is
we collaborate toward a shared vision of growth, and an ever

up. Our region is strong, and

Our region is hardworking,

Industrious

a “don’t quit” mentality are a foundation for all that we do.

persistent, and proud, with the
drive to build and generate new
opportunities.
Relentlessly driven to achieve

Tenacious

our highest vision and maximize
collective talents. We control
our own destiny.

www.neindiana.com

VISITOR/TOURIST

BUSINESS

RESIDENT

Introduction

Introduction

Introduction

We welcome you to Northeast Indiana, where

Northeast Indiana is proud to continue the

Northeast Indiana is one of the strongest

our tenacious spirit and ingenuity creates a

honest American tradition of hard work and

places on Earth. We’re a community built by

diverse region full of unique attractions and

ingenuity that creates opportunities. We let

its people—from heart to hand—we get the

great getaways. Whether you’re after fun and

our tenacious spirit drive us in the pursuit of

job done with pride. It’s why we’re ranked

exciting adventures, or a relaxing getaway, we

life, liberty, and happiness. There’s something

among the safest and most productive places

hold to our promise of having both. Come, enjoy

magnetic about a go-getter, and a no-quitter,

to call home. We are excited every time new

the sights and sounds of our great cities, or the

and you’ll find that grit here. Plant your business

talent contributes to Northeast Indiana’s spirit

great outdoors. Come experience the energy

in this region of time-honored opportunity and

of ingenuity and strength. Let’s write the next

and enterprising spirit of Northeast Indiana.

relentless innovation.

chapter together.

About Northeast Indiana

About Northeast Indiana

About Northeast Indiana

Northeast Indiana is a region with a history of

We’re a region firm in our foundation of

In many ways Northeast Indiana likes to

innovative craftsmanship and hard work, but

resilient growth and success. It’s generational.

keep things simple: treat people with respect

don’t overlook our natural beauty. We work

We’ve moved aside so many obstacles

and take pride in what you set your mind to.

hard, but we know how to play hard, too.

throughout our history that we tend to greet

Somehow it always pays off. Our determined

The region has beautiful lakes and a thousand

them with a grin. Every opportunity to exercise

and relentless mentality is a permanent fixture

little places to see and get lost in. Don’t be

our deep-rooted determination is welcomed,

of the region, and a reason this area is one of

surprised when you’re swept up over the

and it’s why our business landscape is so

the very finest places to live in the country.

grand historic sites or hometown cooking.

fruitful. This is good soil.

Why Northeast Indiana?

Why Northeast Indiana?

Our iconic American heritage endures

Northeast Indiana has proven itself a hearty

surrounded by people you can count on.

because it was built on the backs of those

and highly innovative place. From brilliant

That’s Northeast Indiana. It’s one of the

who didn’t quit. As a region, Northeast Indiana

rural farmers to high-rise suits and ties, it’s

reasons we’re voted one of the best places

boasts a beauty of things created with the

all in one spirit of Northeast Indiana. Travel

to live in the United States. Our persistent

sweat and passion of its people. Our depth,

the globe twice over and we’re convinced you

nature, relentless pursuit, and desire to keep

tradition, and unique beauty, complete with

won’t find a community quite like it. We’re

advancing continues to draw attention. Let’s

awe-inspiring scenery and a variety of outdoor

tenacious, reliable, steady, and prepared to

lead by example and do life together, the

attractions, is sure to take your breath away.

get the job done right no matter what.

Hoosier way. Join us in our pursuit.

Why Northeast Indiana?
Great confidence is instilled when you’re
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STORYLINE #2

SPIRIT OF
COLLABORATION

CONTENDER-PARTNER
[ VEIN 3 : TENACIOUS & STRONG ]
[ VEIN 1 : WARM & WELCOMING]
[ VEIN 4 : INGENIOUS & ADAPTIVE ]
Our region is a community of

Dependable

hard workers who can count
on one another, and invest in
collective success.

As a region, we know that the contribution of many trumps the

United

and value our sense of team and family, creating and leveraging
common good.

a unit, locking arms to achieve a
common goal.

success of the individual every time. We count on each other
partnerships and working together. We are united for the

Our region gains its strength as

We actively step up for the

Reliable

betterment of the whole, with
ethics, accountability, and
responsibility to each other.
Leveraging the strength of

Creative

common aspiration, our region
develops creative ways to
reposition for the future.

The Our Story Project

VISITOR/TOURIST

BUSINESS

RESIDENT

Introduction

Introduction

Introduction

As a region, we are a creative community of

We are Northeast Indiana, and we understand

We are Northeast Indiana, a team and a

people inspired to make this a place worth

that the passion and pursuits of many are

family, that cherishes the value of working

visiting time and again. Waterfalls or science

stronger, by far, than those of just one. The

together toward a common good. We combine

parks, museums or pro sports, we combine

success of many is always our priority, and

ideas and efforts to create a community that

our efforts and hope to inspire you to do the

coincidentally it begins by unlocking strength

overcomes difficulties and celebrates success.

same. We can show you the beautiful, exciting,

in the individual. Our building blocks are

If you’re here, you’re uniquely equipped to

and inspiring, all at once.

the creativity and reliability of our people.

move the region forward in new and creative

Dependability is in our DNA, and that creates

ways. Join us.

About Northeast Indiana
Northeast Indiana is rich with diversity. We are

a unique climate for business growth.

About Northeast Indiana

intentional to collaborate, improve what we

About Northeast Indiana

already have, and build new things. Together

As a region we are relentlessly reliable,

simple—if you are here, you are part of the

we are a symbol of reliability and creativity.

standing on our conviction that through hard

team. We harness and amplify individual

We take pride in the contrast between our

work and determination we can achieve

strengths to create something unstoppable as

beautiful lakes, our quiet countryside, and

virtually anything. It’s this mentality that has

a community. Here, you’re an important piece

our growing cities. Above all, we relish in the

seen some of the nation’s greatest commercial

of a unit that you can depend on. You’ll find

reality that we continue to grow together.

achievements come to life here. Through

the support and resources to reach your goals

partnerships and the joining of ideas we can

and climb to unexpected heights.

Why Northeast Indiana?
Northeast Indiana boasts towns and cities

overcome any odds, and succeed together.

As a region, Northeast Indiana keeps things

Why Northeast Indiana?

that showcase the creativity and combined

Why Northeast Indiana?

talents of many different walks of life.

Northeast Indiana is especially strong because

belong. We value everyone’s contribution and

Our diversity gives us truly original flavor.

we collaborate well, joining our collective

perspective, and work hard to foster a safe

From bustling Fort Wayne to the sprawling

strengths and ideas to cultivate a region that’s

and welcoming environment. We know that

countryside of Shipshewana, we’re different,

both diverse and unified. We realize that great

every individual is essential to creating an

and we’re one. Experience our music and

things do not come easily; we’re a region

exciting and stable community. Your opinion

architecture, peaceful lakeside sunsets, fine

that’s virtually unmatched in its tireless pursuit

matters, and we’re actively listening. This is a

dining or hometown cooking; you can count

of ingenious solutions.

place where you can influence progress.

Northeast Indiana offers you a place to

on us to inspire you.
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STORYLINE #3

PROGRESSIVE
LEADERSHIP

CONTENDER-COACH
[ VEIN 3 : TENACIOUS & STRONG ]
[ VEIN 4 : INGENIOUS & ADAPTIVE ]
[ VEIN 5 : AMBITIOUS & INSPIRING ]

Inventive

Our region has a proud tradition
of leveraging risk to accelerate
growth and progress.

Seizing calculated

The pride and confidence of our region is rooted in our

Risk-taking

leaders, we move forward despite opposition, to persevere
realize progress, all founded by our industrious attitude

the courage to challenge the
established mindset.

constant determination and creative ability to adapt. As
and advance our community. We take calculated risks to

opportunities to advance, and

The region’s virtue of grit and

Fortitude

and dependable people.

determination through which
we stare down obstacles and
manufacture solutions.
Fostering change by re-

Adaptive

purposing challenges into
opportunities for empowerment
and growth.

www.neindiana.com

VISITOR/TOURIST

BUSINESS

RESIDENT

Introduction

Introduction

Introduction

From the beginning, Northeast Indiana took

As a region we are relentless in our pursuit of

For centuries we’ve carved out our story as a

some necessary risks. Through it all, we built a

progress. We take calculated risks to grow

tenacious region that’s determined to generate

blossoming region of innovation with art, music,

and enact valuable change. Our determination

solutions. We adapt to an ever-changing

zoos, museums, parks, and the list goes on.

to shift difficulties into opportunities for growth

world with courage. Northeast Indiana is led

Let us show off our rich history and some of the

means positive impact, and that’s always good

by ambitious people marked by ingenuity and

most charming places to visit on earth. Don’t

for business; we adapt, invent, and thrive.

positivity—now that’s a community worth

wait, we want you experience this for yourself.

You’ll find us at the forefront of innovation, and

investing in. From growing cities to preserving

the blade’s edge of problem-solving.

peaceful retreats, we count it all as progress.

Our desire to be on the leading edge of

About Northeast Indiana

About Northeast Indiana

change creates unique energy for the droves

Northeast Indiana is a region firm in its

As a region, Northeast Indiana has a proud

of visitors we host every year. It shows in our

foundation of resilient growth and progress.

tradition of creating opportunities and building

evolving towns and cities, full of vibrance and

We call it fortitude. Centuries of staring

communities that are strong and healthy. We

momentum. That is who we are, an original

down obstacles to breed culture-changing

seize opportunities to advance, offering our

and intriguing place called Northeast Indiana.

solutions is cemented into our identity. We’re

residents the best possible chance of pursuing

Come see us.

empowered people with no small measure of

happiness. We believe that our goals as a

grit and determination to tackle the really big

region undoubtedly include yours—so we’re in

tasks. From the farmstead to big business,

it together. Let’s keep growing.

About Northeast Indiana

Why Northeast Indiana?
We’re proud of our history of moving forward

you’ll appreciate our courage to think outside
the box and make things happen.

Why Northeast Indiana?

has fueled constant progress and generated

Why Northeast Indiana?

people to reach their goals through ingenuity

countless visitor attractions. From historic

Northeast Indiana has a knack for taking

and good old-fashioned hard work. At a time

forts, museums, and cuisine, to contemporary

intelligent risks and coming out on top.

when much of the world seems to have lost

arts and entertainment, our blend of historic

We know how to pivot challenges into brilliant

that value, we certainly haven’t. We face a

charm with modern momentum is something

opportunities for invention and progress. We’ve

changing culture with a smile, and the desire

to see. Join us for the next chapter.

proven the grit to overcome, the creativity to

to adapt with it when it makes sense. Be a

adapt and advance, and the fortitude to do it

part of our indomitable spirit and call this

over and over again.

region home.

and adapting, while preserving the past that
built us. Our aptitude to invent and adapt

Northeast Indiana is a place that inspires
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STORYLINE #4

UPHOLD
AND EMBRACE

CONTENDER-SHEPHERD
[ VEIN 3 : TENACIOUS & STRONG ]
[ VEIN 1 : WARM & WELCOMING ]
The region’s legacy of stability

Traditional

built on overcoming fear,
hard work and leveraging
conservative values.
The region’s growing ability to

We endeavor to progress while respecting our heritage.

Inclusive

by strengthening our community through a spirit of
traditions, while maintaining an openness to new ones.*

are, embrace diversity, and
reject judgment.

Likewise, we aspire to leave a legacy for future generations,
inclusiveness. The region seeks to honor the best in our

accept individuals for who they

The region’s spirit of kindness

Compassionate

and compassion guided by the
golden rule to treat others with
love and grace.
Maintaining a stable and

Safe

supportive “hometown”
community where residents are
protected from harm.

* Aspirational
The Our Story Project

VISITOR/TOURIST

BUSINESS

RESIDENT

Introduction

Introduction

Introduction

We are serious about preserving our rich

Northeast Indiana is a region that has a keen

We are Northeast Indiana, a region that holds

heritage and beautiful legacy, without losing

understanding of both legacy and progress.

the value of building strong communities in

sight of what’s next. Those ideals make this

We’re all-embracing of both the new and

high esteem. Our compassionate approach

region a special place to experience. Whether

the old, because we believe that diversity

reaches out to those in need, and accepts

you want to enjoy the comfort of our classic

creates strength. That strength is a hallmark

each person as the individual they are. We

charm, or modern amenities and attractions,

of our business acumen. How we treat people

work together to create a community that is

we have it here. You are truly welcomed.

affects our work product—we believe that.

both safe and welcoming, and recognize the

So, you’ll find an emphasis on inclusiveness

inherent value of every individual. Join us as

and safety here, because valued people mean

we continue to making this region a safe and

outstanding business results.

prosperous place to live.

that all-American charm that makes us a

About Northeast Indiana

About Northeast Indiana

budding destination year after year. Relish in

Northeast Indiana is built upon core values

Northeast Indiana is a beacon of friendliness;

our picturesque countryside and high-energy

of compassion and support. We aim to

the kind of place where you can enjoy a good

towns and cities, as you appreciate the rich

define the meaning of a warm smile and

meal in a local restaurant or lose yourself in

diversity of experience we offer. You can

a firm handshake with our kindness and

the shops and attractions. We view every

really “breathe” here.

legacy of hard work. We believe in the

individual as a distinctive and integral part of

time-honored traditions of our region, and

our community. Diversity and compassion are

growing to leave a legacy of inclusiveness

a particular focus here, and we marry those

for the next generation.

ideals with our resilient heritage.

We’re friendly on the back roads, warm and

Why Northeast Indiana?

Why Northeast Indiana?

welcoming downtown, and always helpful

As a region we know that hard work goes a

Northeast Indiana offers a place where you

when you need a hand. Our deep history is

long way. We’ve proven it. Couple that with

can sleep soundly at night, knowing your

evident in our home-town cafes and Amish

our ability to leverage time-honored values of

neighbors will look out for your best interests.

communities, set right alongside the cityscape

safety and stability—all while maintaining a

Become a part of our track record of safety

and electricity of downtown Fort Wayne.

spirit of compassion. We’re tough and tender.

and stability. We are a special community that

We’re diverse, and we’re all one family.

Diversity is a core strength, and we combine

lives by the golden rule, to treat people with

the best of tradition with a non-judgmental

grace and kindness.

About Northeast Indiana
In Northeast Indiana, you have a friend, and
you’ll feel especially welcome and safe. It’s

Why Northeast Indiana?
Northeast Indiana embodies a sense of
yesterday that’s uniquely welcoming and safe.

and welcoming attitude.
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STORYLINE #5

BIG-HEARTED
HOSPITALITY

CONTENDER-FRIEND
[ VEIN 3 : TENACIOUS & STRONG ]
[ VEIN 1 : WARM & WELCOMING ]
The region’s authentic

Friendly

spirit is kind, helpful, and
welcoming, creating an
environment of support.
Caring for and collaborating

As a region, our friendliness and hospitality are a guiding force

Neighborly

going smile and a welcoming hand. Our region empowers and
for our neighbors.

constantly improving and
hospitable community.

for how visitors perceive us. We welcome visitors with an easyencourages communities to be respectful of others and look out

with each other to realize a

A reliable network of community

Dependable

partners that is honest, caring,
helpful and focused on the needs
of others.
An especially generous nature

Charitable

that maintains giving as a
central value. We care, and we
prove it by meeting needs.

www.neindiana.com

VISITOR/TOURIST

BUSINESS

RESIDENT

Introduction

Introduction

Introduction

The best places to visit are those where you’re

We’re Northeast Indiana, and we face life with

You make this region one of the best and

welcomed with a smile, and met with good

a warm smile, generous attitude, and a firm

brightest places on Earth—a place where

old-fashioned hospitality. Northeast Indiana

handshake. It’s just who we are. It doesn’t

people are taken care of. In a world where

was virtually born with these qualities! You

stop at the front porch, either; we approach

most people seem to be out for their own, you

might say we’re as American as apple pie; a

our business the same way. We’re always

make Northeast Indiana different. We look

region full of generous, good-natured folks

ready and willing to offer support or solve a

forward to writing the next chapter with you.

you can really count on. Come find out what

problem—whatever it takes. Whether your

“neighborly” is really all about.

venture requires an expert consult or some

About Northeast Indiana

tenured elbow grease, it can be found in

About Northeast Indiana
Northeast Indiana keeps things simple: treat

Northeast Indiana.

people with respect and help your neighbor.

coast to coast, and you can enjoy it from the

About Northeast Indiana

plan on changing. Our dependability and

multitude of lakes, streams, and attractions

As a region, we firmly believe in being a

friendliness are hallmarks of the region, and

right here in the region. Visit us, and discover

genuine neighbor—that seems like a lost value

make this area one of the very finest places to

what a truly friendly community feels like.

in today’s culture. It’s a core value in Northeast

live in the country.

There’s so much to enjoy from our natural

Indiana, and it goes for the home and the

beauty to historic attractions, and it comes

office. If you’re here, you’re a neighbor, and

with a bright smile and firm handshake.

you can depend on us. Small towns with big

Our Hoosier-hospitality is renowned from

Why Northeast Indiana?

hearts, and big cities with a small-town feel

That’s how we’ve always done it, and we don’t

Why Northeast Indiana?
As a region, we stick together and want that
stickiness to draw others in, too. It’s one

are our specialty.

of the reasons we’re voted one of the best

you’ll be treated like one of our own. We’re

Why Northeast Indiana?

demeanor, reliable attitude, and generosity

a reliable network of community members

We forge opportunities to create something

continue to attract new folks who want to

that are really quite good at taking care of

meaningful for people—to give of ourselves for

be a part of the Hoosier way. Partner with

people. After all, it’s better to give than to

collective strength. It makes good business

us as we continue to write the next chapter

receive. So, if you’re ready for a break from the

sense to us. We know you’ll find Northeast

in Northeast Indiana’s proud history of

nonstop pace of daily life, stop by for a dose of

Indiana to be a distinctive place to build your

Midwestern hospitality.

authentic, big-hearted hospitality.

business. After all, we have a few centuries of

We care, and that’s not lip service. Visit us and

places to live in the country. Our easy-going

growth experience under our belts.
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STRATEGIC APPLICATION

OVERVIEW
So, how does all of this information impact strategic behavior, decision-making,
and future action for the region and its leadership? In this section, on-brand
strategic focus areas are recommended based on the master findings of
this deliverable. These recommendations are identified to suit the authentic
personality and desired expression of Northeast Indiana.
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Personality-driven focus
Outward-focused and
customer service initiatives
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Operating Modes
[ Primary Archetype ]

CONTENDER ●
TYPICAL STRATEGIC OPERATING FOCUS FOR THIS ARCHETYPE:
• Focus on improving position in existing industries, services, and products in the marketplace.
• Focus on intentional and aggressive positioning/repositioning of emerging competitive industries,
services, and products.
• Focus on identifying and entering new markets that show leadership potential.
• Focus on aggressively defending/engaging competitive threats to industries, services, and products.

DRIVEN BY GROWTH AND COMPETITION
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STRATEGY

Operating Modes

[ Accent Archetype ]

NEIGHBOR ●
TYPICAL STRATEGIC OPERATING FOCUS FOR THIS ARCHETYPE:
• Focus on developing customer service—customer centric businesses (e.g. call centers or service- and
fulfillment-oriented companies.)
• Focus on developing/enhancing charitable organizations, foundations, and non-profits.
• Focus on building capacity for tourism-related activities region-wide.
• Focus efforts to expand sense of community and inclusiveness.

DRIVEN BY RESIDENT AND VISITOR SATISFACTION

www.neindiana.com

Operating Modes
[ Primary Mode of Attraction ]

FOLLOW ME
TYPICAL STRATEGIC OPERATING FOCUS FOR THIS MODE OF ATTRACTION:
• Focus on new and competitively novel businesses, services, and products.
• Focus on leveraging leadership in existing high-tech manufacturing base for growth.
• Focus on implementing meaningful change within the region to compete long-term.
• Focus on developing large-scale collaboration-driven initiatives and goals that demonstrate
commitment to the region’s expansion.

DRIVEN BY PURPOSEFUL CHANGE AND ACHIEVING BIG GOALS
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STRATEGY

Operating Modes

[ Secondary Mode of Attraction ]

RELY ON ME
TYPICAL STRATEGIC OPERATING FOCUS FOR THIS MODE OF ATTRACTION:
• Focus on people-centric initiatives, businesses, and charitable programs.
• Focus on establishing businesses that benefit both economic and societal interests simultaneously.
• Focus on marketing efforts to recruit/attract past residents back to the region.
• Focus on expanding existing collaborative efforts to competitive advantage.

DRIVEN BY GROWING COMMUNITY IMPACT

www.neindiana.com

Causal Leadership

Northeast Indiana exists to...

Unleash Genuine Strength

that encourages rewarding personal and professional growth.
STRATEGIC BEHAVIOR FOR THIS CAUSE STATEMENT:
• Focus on supporting programs that equip people to excel in their profession.
• Focus on supporting and establishing physical and mental wellness programs.
• Continue developing higher learning and continuing education initiatives to support a skilled workforce.
• Focus on non-profit programs and church groups that offer positive growth opportunities.
• Focus on collaborative teaming to attempt larger more challenging goals.

DRIVEN BY MAXIMIZING POTENTIAL
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Centricity

STRATEGY

CHANGE-CENTRIC
AUDACIOUS AND
GAME-CHANGING
INITIATIVES

COLLABORATIVE
TEAMING TO ACHIEVE
LARGER GOALS

DEVELOP LARGE
COLLABORATIONDRIVEN INITIATIVES

DEVELOP
PEOPLE-CENTRIC
PROGRAMS AND
BUSINESSES

EXPAND SENSE
OF COMMUNITY AND
INCLUSIVENESS

DEVELOP
HIGHER LEARNING
INITIATIVES
DEVELOP
CHARITABLE ORGS,
FOUNDATIONS, AND
NON-PROFS

SUPPORT
NON-PROFS THAT
OFFER POSITIVE
RECRUIT GROWTH OPPS

PAST RESIDENTS
BACK TO THE
REGION

Indicates a recommended strategic priority

www.neindiana.com

DEVELOP NEW
AND COMPETITIVELY
NOVEL BUSINESSES

OUTWARDFOCUSED AND
CUSTOMER SERVICE
INITIATIVES

DEVELOP
CUSTOMER SERVICEFOCUSED
BUSINESSES

IDENTIFY
AND ENTER
NEW MARKETS

ESTABLISH
BUSINESSES WITH
BOTH ECONOMIC
AND SOCIETAL
BENEFIT

BUILD TOURISM
CAPACITY
REGIONALLY

OVERTLY
COMPETITIVE
AND FEARLESS
INITIATIVES

ENCOURAGE
AND INCENTIVIZE
STARTUP CULTURE

BUILD REGIONAL
RECOGNITION

EXPAND
COLLABORATION
EFFORTS

ENHANCE
EXISTING FESTIVALS
AND EVENTS

DEFEND
COMPETITIVE
THREATS

LEVERAGE
IMPLEMENT
LEADERSHIP IN
NECESSARY CHANGES
HIGH-TECH
TO COMPETE
MANUFACTURING
AGGRESSIVE
POSITIONING OF
EMERGING
BUSINESSES BUSINESS
EXTENSIONS AND
BARRIER-RAISING
INITIATIVES

SUSTAIN-CENTRIC

BUSINESS-CENTRIC

PEOPLE-CENTRIC

SUPPORT
PROGRAMS THAT
EQUIP PEOPLE TO
EXCEL AT WORK

NEW
INNOVATION
INITIATIVES

HIGHER RISK

Implementation Speed
NEW
INNOVATION
INITIATIVES

OVERTLY
COMPETITIVE
AND FEARLESS
INITIATIVES

ENCOURAGE
AND INCENTIVIZE
STARTUP CULTURE

IDENTIFY
AND ENTER
NEW MARKETS

AUDACIOUS AND
GAME-CHANGING
INITIATIVES

DEVELOP NEW
AND COMPETITIVELY
NOVEL BUSINESSES

COLLABORATIVE
TEAMING TO ACHIEVE
LARGER GOALS

IMPLEMENT
NECESSARY CHANGES
TO COMPETE

RECRUIT
PAST RESIDENTS
BACK TO THE
REGION

LOWER RISK

Indicates a recommended strategic priority

BUSINESS
EXTENSIONS AND
BARRIER-RAISING
INITIATIVES

DEVELOP
HIGHER LEARNING
INITIATIVES

DEFEND
COMPETITIVE
THREATS

EXPAND SENSE
OF COMMUNITY AND
INCLUSIVENESS

SUPPORT
NON-PROFS THAT
OFFER POSITIVE
GROWTH OPPS

BUILD REGIONAL
RECOGNITION

LAGGARD

CHASER

AGGRESSIVE
POSITIONING OF
EMERGING
BUSINESSES

ENHANCE
EXISTING FESTIVALS
AND EVENTS
SUPPORT
PROGRAMS THAT
EQUIP PEOPLE TO
EXCEL AT WORK

SLOW
ADOPTER

DEVELOP
CUSTOMER SERVICEFOCUSED
BUSINESSES

DEVELOP LARGE
COLLABORATIONDRIVEN INITIATIVES

DEVELOP
CHARITABLE ORGS,
FOUNDATIONS, AND
NON-PROFS

ESTABLISH
BUSINESSES WITH
BOTH ECONOMIC
AND SOCIETAL
BENEFIT

BUILD TOURISM
CAPACITY
REGIONALLY

OUTWARDFOCUSED AND
CUSTOMER SERVICE
INITIATIVES

DEVELOP
PEOPLE-CENTRIC
PROGRAMS AND
BUSINESSES

LEVERAGE
LEADERSHIP IN
HIGH-TECH
MANUFACTURING

OPPORTUNITY
SEEKER

FAST
FOLLOWER

EXPAND
COLLABORATION
EFFORTS

PIONEER
113

Risk Tolerance

STRATEGY

HIGHER RISK
AUDACIOUS AND
GAME-CHANGING
INITIATIVES
COLLABORATIVE
TEAMING TO ACHIEVE
LARGER GOALS

LOW CHANGE THRESHOLD

OUTWARDFOCUSED AND
CUSTOMER SERVICE
INITIATIVES
LEVERAGE
DEVELOP
LEADERSHIP IN
CUSTOMER SERVICEHIGH-TECH
DEFEND
FOCUSED
MANUFACTURING
COMPETITIVE
BUSINESSES
THREATS

AGGRESSIVE
POSITIONING OF
EMERGING
BUSINESSES

BUSINESS
EXTENSIONS AND
BARRIER-RAISING
INITIATIVES

ALLOW
DECAY

Indicates a recommended strategic priority

www.neindiana.com

SUSTAIN

RECRUIT
PAST RESIDENTS
BACK TO THE
REGION

DEVELOP NEW
AND COMPETITIVELY
OVERTLY
NOVEL BUSINESSES COMPETITIVE
AND FEARLESS
INITIATIVES
ENCOURAGE

STEADY AND INCENTIVIZE
GROW STARTUP CULTURE

SUPPORT
PROGRAMS THAT
DEVELOP LARGE
COLLABORATION- EQUIP PEOPLE TO
DRIVEN INITIATIVES EXCEL AT WORK

EASY
CAPTURE

DEVELOP
CHARITABLE ORGS,
FOUNDATIONS, AND
NON-PROFS

AGGRESSIVE
GROW

EXPAND SENSE
OF COMMUNITY AND
INCLUSIVENESS

DEVELOP
HIGHER LEARNING
INITIATIVES

IMPLEMENT
ENHANCE
NECESSARY CHANGES
EXISTING FESTIVALS
TO COMPETE
AND EVENTS

SUPPORT
NON-PROFS THAT
OFFER POSITIVE
GROWTH OPPS

EXPAND
BUILD REGIONAL
RECOGNITION COLLABORATION
BUILD TOURISM
EFFORTS
CAPACITY
REGIONALLY

LOWER RISK

DEVELOP
PEOPLE-CENTRIC
PROGRAMS AND
BUSINESSES

IDENTIFY
AND ENTER
NEW MARKETS

HIGH CHANGE THRESHOLD

ESTABLISH
BUSINESSES WITH
BOTH ECONOMIC
AND SOCIETAL
BENEFIT

NEW
INNOVATION
INITIATIVES

Conclusions
SUMMARY
Strategic Centricity
Strategies are generally evenly weighted across the four centricities that are universal among strategic initiatives.
Implementation Speed
While recommended strategies exist against all elements of common implementation speed, the predominance of
recommended strategies fall into an “Opportunity Seeker” and “Fast Follower” category. This suggests a general
comfort zone for the region in implementing strategies in this speed category in the future.
Risk Taking
Given the region’s aspiration to be more progressive and risk-taking, combined with the “Contender” personality, a
migration toward strategies which combine an element of risk and growth makes sense.

PRIORITIZATION
1. Leverage leadership in high-tech manufacturing for growth.
2. Develop collaborative projects to achieve larger, novel, and more challenging goals.
3. Continue developing higher learning and continuing education initiatives to support a skilled workforce.
4. Position economic development resources with new businesses in customer-centric business models.
5. Work on initiatives to encourage inclusiveness in the region.
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